2016 Alternative Dispute Resolution Summary
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the Alberta Energy Regulator (AER). Through
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Resolution Institute of Canada. In addition, we
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Looking Through the Window, which we released
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on September 21, 2017. Voices of Understanding
considers decision-making models and the

If you are interested in learning more about

concept of “ethical space,” where the AER and

ADR, please read our EnerFAQs on ADR at
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www.aer.ca/about-aer/enerfaqs/enerfaqs-adr.

understanding of each other’s worldviews. This
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2016 ADR Participant Feedback
“These two ladies (mediators) kept the meeting on task and yet it seemed like the meeting was
relaxed—no resistance or pressure to speak or to make decisions. Great people you have working
for you.”
“Good process. Very respectful working environment.”
“Yay for ADR!”

Applications

ADR Complexity (Level of Effort) Ratings

43,966
applications closed
in 2016

Low

Medium

High

Not
identified

17%

25%

15%

12%

Low: a few parties and issues; Medium: several parties and issues;
High: numerous parties, and complex issues

ADR Cases in 2016

632
statements of
concern received

Closed
Transferred to HC ADR
Closed
Pre ADR held

2
25

Closed
Partial agreement

2

Closed
No agreement
Closed - Full agreement
(pre-application)

3
1

Closed
Full agreement

84
pre-application
statements of
concern received

Active

29
9

A preliminary ADR (pre-ADR) meeting is an initial discussion
between parties about the issues in dispute. The meeting is also
used to inform the parties about the mediation process and to
determine which ADR option works best for them, such as direct
or mediated negotiation.
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